Hi there,
I've been starting to use Search and replace tool. Great piece of tool!

I've spotted a bug there when trying to change:

- from `{IMG(src="img/flags/United_Kingdom.gif",title="en anglais")}{IMG}`
- to `{en}`

This bug makes that I end up with a half-process done since the replacement job is finishing with:

- `{en}"img/flags/United_Kingdom.gif",title="en anglais")"{IMG}`

It does look that the function replace doesn't handle having a " in the what to replace.
Workaround
No workaround found so far rather than making the changes one-by-one.
I've put a note on Search and replace which links to here.

As a general old grandpa advise, you should try a "mass replacement" only on one item before applying to the whole occurrence.
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